How many of you know that **God is about to act because the time of fulfillment is very near**? In about one full year, the world has changed. Everyone has taken the virus for a ride or the virus has taken everyone for a ride.

Supernatural things are about to happen. It looks like the devil wanted to crush the whole world sooner than it could be. The wicked have come forth and yet justice cannot meet with them. Corrupt men are still walking the streets, liars are still borrowing money and you have all kinds of things if you read in the book of Timothy, there are all kind of lovers. Those who love God and those who love money; those who love God and those who love violence.

Papa wants to continue on the original church of the future. The original church will manifest in the future. Just like you read that the devil being a crafty snake, more crafty than the other creatures God created. But by the time you move all the way from Genesis to Revelation, the snake is now not a small snake but the snake is now a dragon. In the garden you see the snake on the ground, in the book of Revelation he tries to find his place in the heavens. You know the devil knows how to change his position because the scene has changed.

There was this sales girl at Wetex, Papa was coming down the escalator, she had shampoo and all kinds of things to sell to Papa even before he could even come down from the escalator. Papa said, “I don't need this because I don't
have hair.” Straight away she turned and said, “I got something for the scalp,” just like that. Papa said, “You have a future!” When people say, “No!” You just fall flat. When they say, “Yes”, you think you are achieving. Do you know that you are achieving even if people acknowledge it or not. You are the only one who goes to sleep alone. Two people can be on the same bed but they can be totally separated in two different world.

“But realize this, that in the last days difficult times will come.”
2 Timothy 3:1 NASB1995

But realise this - some people can be totally ignorant, oblivious of what is happening. They put their opinion on every subject they are totally ignorant about, in order to strike a conversation of the future.

The Bible is clear that the church is a governing church. Joshua said, “Lord, stop the earth from spinning, the sun from moving, give us an extra hour.” If God is willing to change and give you an extra hour to do what He wants you to do then He is really watching over us. The danger is about going ourselves.

When the King of Sodom went to meet Abraham because he recognized that Abraham is also a king. It takes one good man to recognize another. There was a movie, ‘It takes a thief to catch a thief’.
He says, “Realize this!” Come to your senses! You cannot run your life thinking that it is right or wrong. What happens to a nation when the constitution is continuously changed to feed the greed? In the same way the demonic powers are moving in great deception. We must realize that these are the last days. It doesn't matter what you say, these are the last days. You can tell about anything but these are the last days.

**God must raise the church that can meet the challenges of the world.** We are all trapped in this place. Your foolishness can destroy Papa’s life. Papa’s carelessness can destroy your life. So how we ought to live?

The original church of the future starts in the book of Acts, passes through the epistles. In last days difficult times will come. We are not talking about sickness, we’re talking about difficult days. If you don't put a stop to it, it will continue the cycle in your life. That is why God has to give us an understanding of what is the church of the future. The future is great and the future is bad, it depends on which road you are in. You have to choose that and make the decision in your heart that you are going to go through this with flying colours. **Not going to be lovers of self, lovers of money, lovers of violence, lovers of religion, lovers of pleasure, lovers of knowledge, but not lovers of God.** That is only a restricted amount of people that will go in to finish the cause.

“For men will be lovers of self, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, revilers, disobedient to parents, ungrateful,
unholy, unloving, irreconcilable, malicious gossips, without self-control, brutal, haters of good, treacherous, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God,”
2 Timothy 3:2-4 NASB1995

When we talk about the whole church we talk about the real church and the members that are in are not ordinary members. They are part of the ‘Ecclesia’ The Greek word ‘Ecclesia’ means a ruling body. Two concepts hold this church together. One, there is No membership in the ‘Ecclesia’ it is only made for leaders. It just like all the leaders in different domains come together as a committee to run the whole city. One of your spiritual birthright is to be able to enter the city of God. We don't need ‘keh pohs’ (busybodies), we need rulers in the spirit world. That is one of the privileges that God gives to us.

Papa wants to see if we can match toe to toe with what the devil is doing. Finding out that you thought that you can hit the person they hit you back. But you got to be like David, he rans to the battle field. Without the weapons of war with him. The sword is of no use if you do not know which direction to hit. Some people don't know the others. But God wants you to labour with a company of people who are on the go.

There are two concepts that they use, one of them is ‘Ecclesia’, the other to keep everybody together is ‘Oikos’ - it is a Greek word which means webbed relationship, close knitted relationship.
“Blessed are those who wash their robes, so that they may have the right to the tree of life, and may enter by the gates into the city. Outside are the dogs and the sorcerers and the immoral persons and the murderers and the idolaters, and everyone who loves and practices lying.”

Revelation 22:14-15 NASB1995

Never lose the right to the tree of life. You have access to the tree of life. Not only give you food but give you life. The word of God gives you life. So don't lose your right. People are fighting for their rights, gays are fighting for their rights. Everyone is fighting for their right. You have workers in the church, they are also demanding their right. Every one wants to be right. But the right to be right is that you must be right. You must have a supernatural dimension of truth in your life so that you can escape the avalanche of deception that is coming. In that day you will understand Papa because what God is giving to us as a church is not a toy to play around with. Our life can be a battle axe for God to strike the enemy. Because God has promised that even though the last days can be like this, we will be well.

“always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. Just as Jannes and Jambres opposed Moses, so these men also oppose the truth, men of depraved mind, rejected in regard to the faith. But they will not make further progress; for their folly will be obvious to all, just as Jannes’s and Jambres’s folly was also.”

2 Timothy 3:7-9 NASB1995
Always learning but never come to the knowledge of things, then they opposed leaders. They are men who opposed the truth. Men with depraved minds who rejected the truth. As far as God is concerned they are cut off.

So we have a confusion here. Good things happen in this lane; bad things happen in that lane. All of them are passionate to what has been told to them. **We hear the word of the Holy Spirit and are set free, they hear and hear and hear about Covid-19, about the vaccine, about the symptoms, about all these aspects, still we don't know what it is.**

We are talking about the world forum. The economist are all gathering in Switzerland. They talk about finance only to realize that loopholes and that the whole nation can sink. The whole nation can go bankrupt. They have no answers except collapsed the weak ones and join them together, have a tighter control on them, so financially you are stuck too. Do you know how **many policies people have pushed forward by just telling lies and spreading lies?**

Is it an egg that China created? What do you think if somebody creates a human body? It will be scary. They take the genes of your baby and then one day you see this baby who looks like you. You know there are some actors who can play double role. They are like twins in the movie. How many twins do we have actually? The day is coming that things can change overnight. You have to stay in your house. Papa was not ready for this; he doesn't know what
is coming. But he is ready inside. **Whether disease, sickness, whatsoever, you can face it square in the face if you are ready and well prepared. Anything should not surprise us. We are ready for the task.** Are you ready for the task?

“He said to them, “But who do you say that I am?” Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.” And Jesus said to him, “Blessed are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh and blood did not reveal this to you, but My Father who is in heaven. I also say to you that you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build My church; and the gates of Hades will not overpower it.”

Matthew 16:15-18 NASB1995

We are not just building church. We are **building strength in the church to finish the purpose.** If you cannot put together the church the purpose for the church will be gone. And you and I have been sitting in the church for the last two thousand over years. Something has to come forth. Has God sown into you in vain? No, He has a purpose! **There is a purpose why you are alive.**

When Papa asked the Lord, “Now that my conditions are restrictive, tell me what to do.” Papa thought that He would say, “You can have your early retirement; I can send you some money; put you on the beach in Hawaii with the coconut trees at the side.” God said, “Continue to work.” That was when God began to speak to Papa about the double decade of open heavens. You can live like how Papa lives. It is not impossible, it is simple. Papa said, “How
“about some retirement?” God didn't say to him yes or no. He said, “Look at the world; look at the church; stuck; instead of becoming a kingdom of itself.”

The church will bring the kingdom of this world to become subjected to Christ, the Holy Spirit and the Father. This church that God is building cannot be destroyed because the gates of hell cannot overpower it and cannot be destroyed by public opinions. Some say that you are Jeremiah; some say that you are this prophet and that prophet. They have their opinions and their revelations.

Consider opinions as men's thought patterns but God who is called the Word Himself, He brings the Word into fulfillment. Hell cannot prevail over it; Different reports don't change it. Do you know how many Christians are affected by what they heard from that person who heard from that person, who heard from another person, who don't even know who and they are frightened. The Bible says, that portion is left to the wicked. The weak flee when no one is chasing them because there is a fear inside their own heart that is driving them crazy. That is when you know the person is wicked. Everything that he fears, he is trapped in it. That is why people cannot move, they become paralyzed. One of the things that Jesus always said to His disciples is, “Fear not! Your Father hears you even before you ask!”

Please remember that we are not just a church but we are the church. We want to be the Original Church Of The
Future. Our time is not now to boast about things but our
time is finishing the race to make the work complete.

The wicked flee when no one chase them but the righteous
are different. The seed of the righteous is mighty. Don't
just talk about the vessel but the seed of the righteous is
mighty.

Jesus said, “Blessed are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh
and blood did not reveal this to you, but My Father who is
in heaven.” So the Father is speaking from heaven, the
question is asked from the earth but answered in heaven.
“Who do people say that I AM? Who do you say that I AM?”

The flow of revelation divides the church. Those who can
hear can hear, those who cannot hear cannot catch
anything. That is why it is said, “He who hears this words of
Mine and builds upon it.” Have you seen the ant trying to
carry what it doesn't want? It only carries what it wants to
use to the main section of the ant hill. They don't carry
unnecessary things. They don't weigh themselves down
and become set and reset, done and undone because we
are not building by revelation. It enlightens our eyes. We
can see what God wants and become the Original Church
Of The Future.

“I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and
whatever you bind on earth shall have been bound in heaven,
and whatever you loose on earth shall have been loosed in
heaven.”

Matthew 16:19 NASB1995
The two concepts according to the Greek culture how they translate the word, one is ‘Ecclesia’ meaning, all of us are in charge of something that is running the city. It means there is no membership among the ‘Ecclesia’. All of them are of super quality. The ones who came to David one by one were all skillful, two swords in their hands they can kill. Those who take a stone and sling, Goliath keep falling. Those who swim through a fast flowing flooded river to the other side to kill the enemy. All these champions of war. When they came to David they strengthened him, they blessed him though they were strangers, not related to him, yet they all came from everywhere to make him king.

Can you imagine that there were people who rise to try to destroy his army? Without the strength of these men David could not have finished the task. You can say that David is a man after God’s own heart, you can say that he was kind, skillful musician and so on but he was the leadership that was going to take over the nation. So God gave them strong men. The Bible says that they were 30, they were 3, 30 on another list, Papa thinks that there were 31 names of members who were not church members but leaders. We must have our own list, not attendance list because you don't question their attendance, they are there. They didn't ask any questions. They followed the leader in the area of war. The area of worship, David also set it up for them. Solomon had only one thing to do, to build what the father saw and asked God for wisdom to deal with people that is left in his hand.
About two years ago when God said about restructuring the church, He meant what He said. If you stay, you are involved; if you don't want to be involved, don't stay. Because the time is coming to such a point in this moment, revelation is flowing from heaven to earth. Supernatural revelation is flowing from heaven to earth. You can literally see the heavens open up. The reason why God leaves certain things behind not done but undone so that you will always fear God by looking how vulnerable you are yet you are not destroyed. It is not about sickness, it is more than that. It is how you respond to it that keeps the symptoms down, keeps the enemy away. We need to realize this, for the future we need a certain kind of church to survive. Somethings are good at the elementary level but it is not good at the advanced level. Papa challenges you to build the House of God together. It is no use you running on your own because the more you are alone, you find that you don't have enough strength. The strength came in the relationships. ‘Oikos’ means spider web, so close knitted together no enemy can pass through. They protect one another. God is good to us giving us these illustrations. Let all these people go behind and forward so that we can learn since we are the last generation. The unfortunate thing is that people don't want to unlearn and the learn and relearn because they think they have enough.

In Matthew Chapter 16 & 17, God the Father speaks. Chapter 16 tells, “My Father has revealed it to you.” Then in chapter 17,
“While he was still speaking, a bright cloud overshadowed them, and behold, a voice out of the cloud said, “This is My beloved Son, with whom I am well-pleased; listen to Him!”’”
Matthew 17:5 NASB1995

Revelation is flowing for builders. Those who are really building beginning to hear God clearer and hear the Holy Spirit and hear God the Father and Jesus himself. I don't know whose idea it was to put the four books of the gospel that when Jesus spoke it is in red colour to help you not to be confused with the story. But there are people who still don't understand. We must break this; flow with the revelation to see what others cannot see.

The Church Of The Future.

We talked about three things the last two weeks.

1. The original church of the future depends on the clarity of vision, purpose of mission and the wisdom of execution.

It is clear. This is where we are going. It is clear, the purpose of mission why we are doing what we are doing. The wisdom of execution means how to make it happened.

God says to bring all your tithes and offering into the house which is your storehouse but you must act on it. That is why God says, “Prove Me now in this!” The challenge is always doing the work. When it comes to work, you have to work it.
“‘Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven will enter. Many will say to Me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name cast out demons, and in Your name perform many miracles?’ And then I will declare to them, ‘I never knew you; DEPART FROM ME, YOU WHO PRACTICE LAWLESSNESS.’”
Matthew 7:21-23 NASB1995

You cannot enter. What you do is rejected. What you do is cut off. Esau cried after he lost the battle with his brother, he pleaded with his father, “Is there anything left for me?” Esau sold his birthright and everything that will also continue to flow as a blessing towards the birthright was also not given to him. And when Isaac laid his hands on Esau he could only give him the power for damage control. Which means what is going wrong is going to go wrong. There is no way to stop it. But you will escape. After a certain time your bond will be broken.

Be very careful because we can prophesy in His Name, we can cast out devils in His Name. We can touch the power but never forget the Presence. You can touch the power, you can see all the miracles happen but don't lose the Presence. It depends on how you work with what God gives to you.

The church of the future must be clear in vision, purposefull in mission and executed in wisdom.
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““Therefore everyone who hears these words of Mine and acts on them, may be compared to a wise man who built his house on the rock. And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against that house; and yet it did not fall, for it had been founded on the rock. Everyone who hears these words of Mine and does not act on them, will be like a foolish man who built his house on the sand. The rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against that house; and it fell—and great was its fall.””
Matthew 7:24-27 NASB1995

Most people's lives are on the rock. When we say the marriage is on the rock, it is saying that their marriage is going through hard and difficult times.

Let Papa tell you what is really wrong with our church. Let Papa tell you what is wrong with all the churches. The truth is we don't practice what we preach. We don't launch in what we believe. How does Papa know? Very few would take the way we live and the message we live and say, “Use this standard!” That is the danger. It is not that we cannot hear, it is not we cannot see, it is not we cannot feel but our failure is to make it happen. This whole year 2021 is a year to make it happen.

“Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter but he who does the will of My Father will enter.” When we start obeying God is going to open up the entrance. He is going to open the heavens. Give you opened hearts, opened eyes. “Lord, I want to see You; open our ears, I
want to hear You; open our affection, I want to love You.” All these things are established by us doing something.

The church was revealed when Peter said, “You are the Christ!” For sixteen chapters in the book of Matthew nothing was mentioned except Jesus asked the two questions. “Who do people say that I AM; who do you say that I AM?” “Because I AM is going to work. I need people to say what I say and do what I do, hear where I hear from!” Fire will test the house. Fire will test anything. Fire tested gold. 22 carat gold is soft, you can't make rings with it. If you want to put diamonds on you will need hard iron to put diamonds on. When Papa went to South Africa it was a science. They have a diamond mine there and they can talk to you the whole day about it.

God is good to us. He wants to give us clarity in our own hearts. The clarity of vision is when your heart is clear, your eyes is clear. One of the things that Papa learned was even in the small pieces of diamond they can put your identification in there. Diamond is very hard material yet in that they can inscribe inside special numbers so that where ever you go you cannot escape. You want to sell it, they know who actually owns it. They press the button on the computer and they can tell you who owns it and who bought it first. The thief can steal but he can only wear it but he cannot cash it. The world has its own safety plan. Guarded houses with dogs. Guarded community and gated community.
You must realize this word; the rain will come, the floods will come, the wind will come, slammed against that house yet it did not fall. **You cannot stop the rain but you can do something about it that it won't stop you.** You cannot stop the rain, you cannot stop the flood. If it is a flooding area you have to think to either build the house higher or go and live in a ground that is higher. You cannot be suffering the same thing every year. Don't suffer the attack twice. First battle is to win. Second battle is to keep what you win because the devil is coming back. The devil left Him, angels came to minister to Jesus.

One of these days Papa would like to introduce to you the angels that surround this place. One of the fascinating things that happened to Papa this week was to know what we carry and what He is going to build upon. Papa is sure that spiritual people like you have seen angels. The one you saw a year ago, this one looks similar. It is similar. If they have the same assignment, the same angel would stay with you. One of the things Papa have never seen before was the angel of the Lord's house. He is the one that guards the house. The reinforcement to stop hell from passing on to heaven.

Papa prays that your eyes will become opened. **Don't see the armies of the enemy. But see what God has given to us is more than what happens in the world.**

The second thing we spoke about in the Original Church Of The Future is position of stature.
2. The Position Of Stature.

“No Elijah the Tishbite, who was of the settlers of Gilead, said to Ahab, “As the LORD, the God of Israel lives, before whom I stand, surely there shall be neither dew nor rain these years, except by my word.””
1 Kings 17:1 NASB1995

The first thing we know about Elijah was he came out with a bite. He came from the tribe of Tishbite. The second thing where he comes from very clearly is this, he was not part of the settlers. He is not going to settle. Especially when you are living on a high mountain you don't want to go lower. He said to Ahab, “As the LORD, the God of Israel lives, before whom I stand, surely there shall be neither dew nor rain these years, except by my word.” The flow of revelation, living in the Presence of God. All these important things, talk about hearing His voice; finding favour in His Presence; breaking through in worship; enforcing the will of God by prayer; all these spiritual dynamics lift our stature up.

You know when you play video games, which you did at some point. To go to the next level you got to kill all these devils that are below. Your know when you are going to level four. It hits and gives you a lot of stars and extra grade. Like the good teachers in the school, instead of letting them be in the grade of their age they accelerate them to give them a preference so that they can move faster.
This is why education is failing. You don't need form three; you don't need form five; you just come to form six. If you cannot we just help you get to university, free scholarship. If you carry on like that you will bleed the economy. And when they bleed and you are in the waters the sharks will look for you. But the educational system is difficult to handle, the children suffer. We can lose a whole generation.

That is why we have some extra leverage to tell you that we are getting there. This is our coming eleventh year. One One (11) we are getting across. Thank you for those of you who trust us. In case you fail to send your children you can send your grandchildren. It is the Lord's inheritance. Believe me you that this would not have happened if we and Papa have not united our hearts together. The victory is for all of us.

So surely there shall be no rain nor dew these years. It is a very important thing but it is a very difficult task that rain and dew would listen to you. If God don't force them to listen to you, you cannot do anything. You say to this mountain be cast down into the waters, if it is just your word it will not happen. But if it is His Word it will come to pass. All that God is speaking to us this hour is this, all these are signs of you growing up. The real growth that you really believe. The real you! God can put you in all kinds of circumstances but you can only survive in your territory. In your territory you are the best. That is why if you leave this church and go to another church, you can only live
according to how much they have measured themselves with God.

Every church is not the same. Pantai Hospital, Gleneagles Hospital, Makhota, Southern, each one of them are good for different things. **If you want to be successful, find what God's destiny is and go all the way.** Don't draw a six inches line. Their highways are stuck, their hearts are joined to Zion. No turning to the left or to the right. Please listen to Papa carefully; **Building the church is building you into the church.** For you to rebel and say, “I don't come on Sunday; see Sunday is taken from us!” This is only a day, what do you think of the life?

What about when they take away the future from your children and your grandchildren, what are you going to do? When they came for the others Papa said nothing. But it is time to face the score, there is no one to support him. That is why the forty years Papa had been with you only to think about doing good and make sure the church becomes the church of God because it is very essential to save the generations to come. Our children have crossed the financial crisis that is going to happen in the world but there are thousands of others that are going to get stuck. Credit card debts, personal loans and you know the worst is to take money before you finish your work. **With all these things happening we must find a church that can carry us through.**

**The original church was God's mercy to save the nation of Israel. He didn't reject them, they rejected Him.** He said He
was going to go to the ends of the world. The Holy Spirit came on the church, Jesus baptized the church in the Holy Spirit and told them before that, “Go into all the world, disciple every nation!” **God is the only one interested in adding to your stature. God covers for you;** He cause the climate to listen to you; the dew comes in the night has been controlled; the rain that comes in the day is controlled; **He gives you a special place because you got a special task.**

So he said to Ahab, “You are the trouble maker of our land! You and your wife Jezebel have created trouble in the land. I have to judge it” They were the entrance place of demonic powers. You won't believe how many things are going wrong behind the scene only to be too late to face it without defence. The devil is a cruel, wicked. He doesn't care, young or old, male or female. His plan is to plunge the world into destruction. But **the original church of the future, if you build that kind of church, your stature will grow. Every time you kill a lion and a bear, it is accounted for your ranking.**

There are scriptures in Hebrews 11 that says that they were made commanders in the battle field. It doesn’t mean that they went as commanders to the battle field, that was not what they meant. While they a fighting, the general that watches over them begins to see that they are above their mark. They were destroying the enemies so quickly and **they were promoted in the battle field.** Most soldiers are crowned with glory before they go and get the bullet but **these are all ordinary soldiers who rose in rank while the**
fight was on. In the place where there were shedding of blood and people we're dying everywhere they rose to take charge of the place.

God knows what He put in your lives. He knows what He wants to receive from your life. And you better know what He wants out of your lives with all that He put in. Those of you who say, “I am blessed, I am blessed, I am blessed!” You will be the first to be checked on. If the blessing is coming because of God and His mercy then one day it is going to stop. But the fountains of the deep must break forth. The flood gates of the sky must be opened so that you can enter in and finish God's assignment in style.

The church of the future has power of stature. They lift their hands and begin to pray the whole place became electrified. Papa remembers Dr. Morris Cerullo. In 1990, Papa was on the same platform in the Philippines. They closed their eyes and worshiped. He came into the auditorium; you could feel electric charges on the ground. Papa could feel the presence of God rising from the ground on him all the way to his head. Then he lifted his hands and Papa could feel the wind of the Spirit of God just hit him. These things don't happen because you pursue after it. You cannot covet this. You cannot choose your own conditions to get what you want. Some of us just feel to touch Benny Hinn or Cerullo to touch the power of God, we think we can steal the power of God. One day Papa was passing by and on the gate ‘Di Larang Masuk’ (no entry). If God don't carry us through we cannot enter. Trespassers will be shot.
Many people are dying; many ministries are dying because they are old and are going. But in those that are staying, God must increase your stature. It is not you are just a pastor but you are a different kind of pastor. You are not just called to be a Christian but a high ranking one. If the devil sees you he must say, “I know Jesus, I know Paul but who are you?” The first person who will check out your anointing is the devil. After you are filled with the Holy Spirit you are going into the desert to face who? To face Mr. Devil. That is why these wars that you win behind the scene are very powerful wars. The devil left Him, angels came to minister to Him. That kind of interaction is where stature lies. Angels came to minister to Him, demons left. And He came back in the fullness of the power of the Holy Ghost.

The Church Of The Future, that's what we are.

Papa praying:-

“Father we thank You for Your hand upon our lives. We lift our hands to you that something supernatural will happen within us and the new day will begin for our lives.

I see the days are coming that we will run to the battlefield. We will be running to the battlefield but we will be carrying our own weapons of war. One that no others have learnt but we have learned by killing the lion and the bear. What is this uncircumcised that defies Israel. I speak to your spirit in Jesus’ Name right now that a new day will happen for you. He will make the things happen in your life.
Receive an anointing right now. We break every yoke of the enemy; every strangle hold of the enemy upon your life, that you will be free to function, free to rise. You have the permission of heaven on earth in Jesus’ Name. You are meant to rise; meant to break limitations rather than meant to be limited. Learn to explore the possibilities instead of fearing the impossibilities. It can be done! I say it can be done! Whatever God wants you to do, it can be done! We can finish the assignment that God has given to us. The variety of angels; we have warring angels; we have the angel of the Lord's House; then we have our own ministering spirits; then we have those who rule the region and they are called the prince; they are call the rulers in the heavenly places. Michael, the arc angel, Gabriel, the arc angel. God is revealing to us that there are more for us than against us.

The Original Church Of The Future has stature to begin its work. Because Jesus when He is exalted and when He is crowned with glory and honour He received the Promise of the Holy Spirit and poured the Holy Spirit into the church. At the same time the crown was placed upon Him, the Holy Spirit was given and the Church came into existence at the same time. And the church knew what power they carry. In chapter 3 of Acts they say, “Look, this Man is healed and comes in good health because of the Name of Jesus.” God gave them power begin to see miracles, signs and wonders. Many great signs and wonders were done through the leaders. And everyone kept feeling a sense of awe.
There are different responsibilities in the house. Some to make it happen, others to see it happen. By the time they came to chapter 5 of Acts, the Bible says that the Holy Spirit was speaking to Ananias and Sapphira through the body and voice of Peter. The Holy Spirit could already come and live inside them and the incarnation of the Spirit of God cause terror in the camp of the enemy. The enemy is terrified because of your faith; because of your hope that is in your heart; because of the foresight that we have in Jesus’ Name. Something is about to happen in our spirit and life. You will start breaking forth. The spiritual maturity within your heart is going to get stronger and stronger and stronger so that you can enter the Kingdom of God. And the Bible says that something supernatural will happen in your life when you enter you see abundance and be kind like the four leprous who went back and told the king of Syria and said, “Look, there is a whole battlefield of loot and things that are left behind. Go and enter in.” Elisha the prophet told them, “Go, go ahead and see what happened!” A year to make it happen. Father give us the anointing to make things happen. To build the people, build in the Spirit by the Word of God. Build into the supernatural realm.

I want to let you know that God is wanting to complete the thing that He started with me in this country. Then we are going to the nations of the world. I am trying my best to help you rise so that you can be part and parcel of what God is going to do in my future. I cannot speak for others but I can speak for myself. I have taken this assignment not because of health reasons but I have taken this assignment
because the world is going in a spin like sheep without shepherd. **I don't have to pray for labourers. We make labourers, we raise up labourers, we raise up internal workforce.** That is why we are building a church. That is why **we are restructuring the house so that you know what you are made out of.** So that you know what you have received in your heart. When it comes to fulfillment it becomes satisfying. **When you do what God has spoken to your heart it is very satisfying.** Nobody will ask the question but hey will all stand back and say, “Wow, it's God!”

The place of stature. The world has yet to see the city set on a hill and we are building Mount Zion. Hallelujah! I say we are building Mount Zion!

Father, I thank You right now that **as a church we have taken our place to rule and reign with You.** The demonic powers are far below and You say that we can trample them down with our feet. That **the God of Peace will soon crush the head of enemy and His peace will come into your heart. Peace is the power for increase. When there is no peace there is no increase.** And **the Holy Spirit is saying that He wants you to come into a place of maturity to find rest in His Presence.** Because there are so many things that are going on in the earth and your heart is just beating faster and filled with fear. Something new is about to happen. People are going to be healed in our service.”

**Closing exhortation:**-
There are so many here this morning, you need to be free from all kinds of fear. **We don't fear the virus, we don't fear the vaccination, we don't fear any weapon formed against us.** How do you know what they are framing against you, you don't know. But the **God who is called Jesus is our Saviour and what He decides is final.** So God is going to bring about change. I specifically want to pray that fear of darkness, death, devil will be challenged; to be pushed back because these things will happen for us.

**Just keep your eyes on those who give you the word and imitate their faith.** We want to deal with the demonic powers that are involved and believed Him for His healing power that will stay in our body. Do not go up down, up down, we want to go up higher and higher. **We must not be afraid to face these issues.** Financial issue, the answer is God; Marriage issue, is God; in business is also God. Why? Because this is the only source that we trust.

Trust me, as far as God's word is concerned, I have not failed you. Put you in a place that you can supernaturally stay and rule in the midst of your enemies. Oh, there is a competitor for my business. You don't have to worry what they do. They buy big cars, you don't buy big cars. They build their office so nicely with 14,000 worth of furniture alone, you haven't even earned one cent. Actually it is stupid to actually do things like that because God can show us what we can do. **The power lies in what we carry.**

Read 2 Corinthians 4, because of this **treasure in earthen vessel, you can be pushed but not crushed.** So all the
attacks of the enemy got cut off. You cannot be pushed back because God is standing for you. You say, “We are serving and serving. Not sure if anything will work out.” But for us there is total victory.

**Papa praying:**

Let me pray this morning that your life will become freer and freer that you will enjoy being a Christian, a child of the living God, and enjoy reading the Bible, going to church, not like this one year which is demonic in its manifestation. Put an end to all your fears right now in the Name of Jesus. Every fear of men, fear of death, fear of lies of the enemy, fear about not having a future, let this be gone in the Name of Jesus. We speak to you right now, fear in any form and every form, your power ceases right now! Your authority over God's people comes to an end!!! Let heavens be opened for Your people. That if they cry out to You, You will answer their prayer. The prayer of the righteous man will avail much. Come right now, Lord, fill our spirit right now. Hallelujah!

We pray for supernatural miracles this week that signs, wonders and miracles will break forth. We will not just believe but keep on believing UNTIL it happens. We thank You for Your power, Your grace, Your strength upon our lives. We rejoice because You have given Your people Your victory. Hallelujah! Give Him praise right now!!!